Patient Perspective  by Bernie B.

Belonging to a dialysis support group can help you as a patient to better manage and cope with the “ups and downs” of our kidney disease. The Kalamazoo Area Renal Support Group provides opportunities to talk and share experiences in the clinic and in a “safe space” outside the clinic. You can ask others in the group questions that you hesitate to ask staff members.

Since the group began, I have noticed a change in the amount of communication that takes place within the clinic. Through participation in the support group you gain more friends that you mutually “cheer up” for the triweekly grind of dialysis treatment. You feel freer to joke, laugh and talk more because you know one another better. Through participation in the outside group you have shared your feelings; heard about others fears, etc. You can talk about problems in dialysis; ask questions and learn from one another how to better cope with kidney failure.

The picnic held in early fall provided a wonderful outreach—a great social event that brought together patients, staff, and best of all we got to meet family members or key people that support you. What a joy to meet spouses, kids and grandchildren! Thereafter, I just felt closer and found it easier to talk with those fellow patients that I got to know better at the picnic.

We do care for one another. Participating in the group creates for us a sense of belonging. The group provides chances to share our fears and expectations. We learn from others how to deal with problems we face in dialysis.

I fight for my health every day in ways that most people don’t understand. I’m not lazy! I AM A DIALYSIS WARRIOR!!

Unknown
Positive Outlook Leads to Healthy Activities

By Phil Murphy

Before my last transplant, I always felt that I could get away with leading a sedentary lifestyle. I thought that I could get in shape, and do all those other things I wanted to do, once I had a functioning kidney. I have now resigned myself to making the most of the situation I've found myself in—at least for now.

Since I've come to that realization, I work full time, pay closer attention to my diet, and exercise regularly. I've traveled overseas twice in 2 years, and I'll be returning to the university in January to begin graduate studies.

I don't see myself as a dialysis patient in the stereotypical sense. Dialysis is a regular part of my agenda—no more important than anything else in my agenda. I try not to dwell on my health situation, and I lead quite a normal, active life. I don't let dialysis get in the way of any activity I would otherwise do.

*Editor's Note:* If you haven't exercised for a long time and are out of condition, check with your doctor for advice. Ask about a referral to a physical therapist or other exercise specialist with renal experience.

“Be thankful for what you have; you'll end up having more. If you concentrate on what you don't have, you will never, ever have enough.

~Oprah Winfrey~